
CAN'T TAKE THE CROWDS at Frieze New York, artMRKT San Francisco, Art Basel in Hong

Kong or the rest of this month's international art events? A number of travel specialists are

catering to clients who want to immerse themselves in art and architecture at their own pace

and in line with their own tastes. These experts, often armed with advanced degrees, can offer

an exegesis on a mural in Manhattan's Lower East Side, orchestrate a stay in an Italian

Renaissance palazzo or get you into a Frank Lloyd Wright masterpiece after closing time. While

their specialties may vary, they are all equipped to give the most veteran aesthete the thrill of a

new perspective.

—Jackie Cooperman

For Architecture in Detail
Joel Zack relishes tricky

requests. For a crowd-averse

family, for instance, he created a

miniature version of

Marrakesh's chaotic square,

Djemaa el Fna, in the garden of a

private villa—complete with fire

eaters, snake charmers, acrobats

and street food. His company,

Heritage Tours Private Travel,
specializes in planning highly

personalized cultural trips to

Morocco, Spain, Portugal,

Turkey and southern Africa. A

Columbia University-trained architect, Mr. Zack can provide access to normally off-limits

treasures, such as Art Deco and Art Moderne buildings in Morocco and private Modernist
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SITES & SIGHTINGS

Top Private Art Guides
Get a custom course in art and culture with private excursions to Frank Lloyd Wright's Fallingwater, the

ancient Roman library of Celsus or to the Met's Chinese Garden Court.
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apartments in Barcelona, one of them designed by Antoni Gaudí. From $4,000 per person,
including lodging, transportation and guide, htprivatetravel.com

To Have an American Idyll

Art historian Jeff Mishur
specializes in "anti-whirlwind"
travel—leisurely guided tours of
art and architecture in major
U.S. cities. Art Excursions, which
he runs with his wife, fellow art
historian Michelle Paluch-
Mishur, offers group and
individual trips. Among their
most popular itineraries are an
art-and-gardens tour of
Washington, D.C., during the
annual cherry blossom festival,
and a visit to Pittsburgh that

includes an excursion to Frank Lloyd Wright's Fallingwater, where Mr. Mishur hosts an after-
hours reception on the terrace. Trips typically last four or five days and incorporate lectures by
local docents and scholars. Accommodations and one group dinner are included, but other
evenings are left unscheduled. Group tours from $1,500 per person, private tours from $180 for
90 minutes, artexcursions.com

For the Connoisseur's Europe

Museum patrons and art history
aficionados hire James
McDonaugh, a graduate of
Oxford University and London's
Courtauld Institute of Art, to
plan trips that are cultural and
cushy in Europe and,
occasionally, the U.S. His firm,
Art Tours, can arrange visits to
private palaces in Italy; set up an
after-hours dinner in the ancient
Roman library of Celsus in
Ephesus, Turkey; or find just the
right British estate for a family

seeking a "Downton Abbey" experience. Every trip is bespoke, with the typical itinerary lasting
a week. The company works with a group of strictly vetted art history lecturers, curators and
tour guides. From $5,000 to $50,000 per person, including hotels, guides, ground
transportation, site visits and itinerary planning, arttoursltd.com

To Dig Deep in New York

The Big Apple's art world can seem overwhelming—and impenetrable. Enter Art Smart, which
helps clients navigate Manhattan's museums, galleries and architecture. Judith Walsh (an alum
of Sotheby's and the Metropolitan Museum of Art) and her team of art historians create private
tours based on extensive client questionnaires. They might lead someone interested in
contemporary architecture to the Richard Gluckman-designed Paula Cooper Gallery, Frank
Gehry's IAC/InterActiveCorp headquarters in Chelsea and the exhibition space at the
International-style skyscraper Lever House. Ms. Walsh likes to escort clients to the Met's
Chinese Garden Court, an intimate, often overlooked space that she says "connects visitors to
the restorative powers of art." She is adept at pacing tours for families and connecting art
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lessons to kids' school
curriculums. About $200 per
hour for up to four people, with a
two-hour minimum,
artsmart.com

To See the Write Stuff
Yes, it's legal—at least, the tours
are. Captivated by the graffiti
culture of Buenos Aires, where
he studied while attending New
York University, Gabe
Schoenberg launched Graff
Tours to provide perspective on
this urban art form. Graff Tours
employs artists, historians and
even a retired police officer to
take small groups on 90-minute
tours around New York City,
Philadelphia and Los Angeles.
The company also offers
workshops led by graffiti artists
(the paintings are usually
rendered on canvas). For true
aficionados, Mr. Schoenberg will
lead an in-depth expedition, like
a recent six-hour circuit of
graffiti sites in the Bronx,

Manhattan and Brooklyn via limousine. $25 per person for standard tours, $300 per person for
custom tours, grafftours.com
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